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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

The video above features the late Rosa Koire, former executive director of the Post Sustainability

Institute and Democrats Against UN Agenda 21,  and author of "Behind the Green Mask: UN

Agenda 21." She spent the decade before her untimely death researching and educating people

about public policies intended to strip us of our individual rights.

Before taking up that Lght, she was a district branch chief at the California Department of

Transportation for nearly three decades. Koire passed away from a pulmonary embolism and

metastatic lung cancer at the end of May 2021.

In the video above, Koire exposes the real agenda of the United Nations Agenda 21, which was

laid out during a Sustainable Development conference in June 1992.

Documentation  from this conference can be downloaded in multiple languages from the UN's

Sustainable Development Goals page  and the UN's digital library.  Koire's many interviews and

lectures on this topic can be found on DemocratsAgainstUNAgenda21.com.

Agenda 21 Is Globalization on Steroids

Koire was adamant that Agenda 21 (aka Agenda for the 21st Century) was the most crucial topic

of our time, as it is:

"The inventory and control plan for all land, water, minerals, plants, animals, construction,

means of production, food, energy, information — and all human beings in the world."

This roadmap for global control and domination — global totalitarianism — was agreed to by 179

nations at the 1992 Sustainable Development conference in Brazil. Were Koire alive today, at the

end of 2022, there's no doubt she would have warned us all that Agenda 21 was now in the Lnal

implementation stages.

We've seen various facets of Agenda 21 being implemented throughout the last three years, under

the cover of biosecurity and the global COVID-19 pandemic. The Green New Deal (Green Agenda),

"Build Back Better," the Fourth Industrial Revolution  (the transhumanist movement) and The Great

Reset, o]cially introduced by World Economic Forum founder Klaus Schwab and then-Prince

Charles in June 2020  — these all exist to further and facilitate the implementation of Agenda 21.

What Is 'Sustainable Development' Really?

As noted by Koire, most people are under the illusion that "sustainable development" is about

things like recycling and making sure there's enough food and resources for an ever-expanding

population. But no, that's NOT what it's actually about. "It's about moving populations into

concentrated city centers and clearing them out of rural areas," Koire says.

It's also a plan for robbing the lower and middle classes of their wealth and turning the global

population into slaves under a digital dictatorship where all resources are controlled from the top.

It's globalization on steroids, and the greater the globalization, the fewer individual rights can

exist.

Former Prime Minister of England, Margaret Thatcher, once gave the following warning:  "When

the state does everything for you, it will soon take everything from you — you will then have no

basis for personal freedom, political freedom, or economic freedom."

'Community' Is Not What You Think It Is

As explained by Koire, Agenda 21 is based on the ideology of "communitarianism," which argues

that "an individual's rights should be balanced against rights of the community."

We may agree with this, at least in part, because we think of "community" as something that we're

part of and have a responsibility to. However, "community" in the mind of the globalists is a

construct made up of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), corporations and government,

which are to dictate what happens around the world.

"We, as individuals, have literally no in=uence, unless we are in agreement with it," Koire

says. "If you dissent against 'the community' [i.e., NGOs, corporations and government],

against communitarian law or communitarian social tactics, you are rejected and

basically made an outcast."

So, to be clear, Agenda 21 and The Great Reset are based on an ideology that says individual

rights must be balanced against the rights of NGOs, private corporations and governments. The

word "balanced" is misleading, however, because "the community" is the decision-maker. Your

only option is to submit to their rule or be expunged from society.

Attempt at Preventing Local Agenda 21 Implementation Failed

In 2013, Koire's organization, the Post Sustainability Institute, sued to stop the Agenda 21

takeover of San Francisco, California. As reported by Off the Grid News at the time:

"In the United States, more than 500 major- and moderate-sized cities are members of an

international sustainability organization that reportedly supports the implementation of

Agenda 21. A group known as the Post Sustainability Institute recently Qled a lawsuit to

stop a project, Plan Bay Area, which is a San Francisco-area long-range transportation and

land-use/housing strategy that has a Qnish target of 2040.

According to the Plan Bay Area website, the goal is to 'accommodate future population

growth and reduce greenhouse gas emissions from cars and light trucks.' That is done by

building neighborhoods that are 'within walking distance of frequent transit service' and

that offer 'a wide variety of housing options' and feature grocery stores, community

centers, and restaurants."

In the video, Koire explains what the Bay Area Plan is really trying to achieve. According to that

plan, any future development in the San Francisco Bay area will be restricted to just 4% of the

available land. All 101 cities and counties will be joined together, and all land use decisions will be

made by an unelected board.

The ramiLcations this will have on land use, property values, businesses and the forced

movement of people is "unfathomable," Koire says. She likens it to a "concentration camp of the

future," where water and energy usage is monitored and restricted, and where access to nature

and the land outside the city is denied. Sadly, after three years, they lost the case and the Bay Area

Agenda 21 plan is still on track.

The Importance of Taking Back Control Locally

Stopping the local adoption and implementation of Agenda 21 is a crucial tactic because, as she

explains, "regionalization is the stepping stone to globalization, and globalization is the

standardization of global systems."

“ Unless systems are synchronized to work
together, they cannot be centrally controlled. This
is also what The Great Reset is all about — the
harmonization and synchronization of systems,
globally, to allow for central control of the whole
world. The Great Reset is Agenda 21 under a
different name.”

And again, the global systems we're talking about include the use of land, water, minerals, plants,

animals and humans. It includes all types of construction, means of production, food, energy,

information systems and education. ALL systems of the world are to be "harmonized" and brought

under the control of a central entity.

Unless systems are synchronized to work together, they cannot be centrally controlled. This is

also what The Great Reset is all about — the harmonization and synchronization of systems,

globally, to allow for central control of the whole world. The Great Reset is Agenda 21 under a

different name.

As noted by Koire, "The goal of Agenda 21 is one world government and total control from a

central unit," and the plan is being rolled out under the false premise that we have to implement all

these changes in order to stop climate change.

Agenda 21 Goals Summarized

In summary, the goals of Agenda 21 and The Great Reset are to:

• Move ALL people into large cities where they can be easily controlled — The Great Reset plan

is more speciLc, as it calls for people living in smart cities under 24/7 surveillance. The

Fourth Industrial revolution adds another layer, as it calls for the merger of man with

technology, so surveillance and control will occur down to the biological, mental and

emotional levels.

• Destroy representative government and instead have unelected boards make all the

decisions.

• Erase jurisdictional boundaries and national borders through regionalization (the European

Union is an example of regionalization), and fascism, i.e., public-private partnerships —

Public-private partnerships, or partnerships between corporations and government, cut

voters out of the equation.

The "fascist community" (recalling the deLnition of both terms) want to be able to a) freely

move workers across borders, b) freely move goods without regulations, and c) reduce

wages. The easiest way to do all of that is to remove national borders.

The Three Pillars of Agenda 21

As explained by Koire, the three pillars of Agenda 21 are the three "E's":

1. Economy

2. Ecology

3. Equity (social equity)

As with the term "community," most imagine they understand what the word "equity" means. They

think it means there will be fair distribution of food, water, energy and so on. They think it's about

lessening the disparities between the rich and the poor. But again, they're wrong.

Social equity involves "impoverishing huge portions of the population and bringing down

developed nations," Koire explains, adding, "Social equity is code for this movement [of people and

goods] and reduction of the population."

The three pillars, viewed as interconnected circles, are presented as the three areas that need to

be balanced. But the "balance" spoken of is a communitarian balance. It's not balance for the well-

being of the people. The balanced center point is the area of centralized control, so that

corporations and governments can exploit and control the people at will.

How to Fight Back

While we are moving toward a centralized totalitarian one world government, we are not there yet.

We still have the ability to push back, by:

Refusing to cooperate with the rollout and implementation of Agenda 21 items, tyrannical

overreaches and surveillance/control tools such as digital identity and programmable central

bank digital currencies (CBDCs)

Widely exposing and discussing the totalitarian plan

Working together to defund these plans, especially local Agenda 21 plans

Helping your children understand that they're being indoctrinated, from kindergarten through

graduate school, to embrace and support their own demise

Standing up for personal rights and freedoms

Leadership Are Following a Script

Have you wondered why no one — with very few exceptions — in government, either locally or on

the state or federal level, has apologized for any of their pandemic "mistakes"? Time and again,

their assertions and promises have been proven wrong, yet no apologies have been

forthcoming.

Most are simply continuing as if none of their false statements and poor judgments ever

happened. The reason they won't admit that anything that happened during the pandemic was a

mistake is because they knew it was all a lie from the start.

They were given a script and they followed that script. End of story. The script never made sense

because it was a made-up narrative. Nothing was based on actual fact or real-world events. The

script was created to give the illusion that the measures were necessary. In reality, the pandemic

measures were a cover to push us into Agenda 21 and The Great Reset.

As the global systems are now falling apart due to those measures, the same villains are rolling

out another narrative, another script, that says they'll Lx it. They'll "build back better" and make

everything equitable and green in the process. COVID was always about ushering in global

totalitarianism.

The ky in the ointment was the fact that COVID was never as fatal as they tried to make it out to

be and, over time, reality overtook the false narrative. Massive pushback against vaccine

passports also hampered the takeover process, and now, PLzer o]cials have driven the Lnal nail

into the co]n by admitting the COVID shots were never tested to see if they actually stopped

infection and transmission, which was the sole basis for the passports.

Without the biosecurity justiLcation, they're back to pushing for digital identity, which was the next

step in the digital enslavement process, but now large swaths of the population have caught on

and know what they're up to.

For example, well before the new Prime Minister of England, Rishi Sunak, took o]ce, The National

Pulse was reporting on his direct connections to a World Economic Forum partner company that

pushes digital IDs and social credit scores.  These kinks were perhaps divine intervention to

prevent the whole world from falling into the trap.

The Administrative State Is a Major Part of the Problem

While many have hitched their hopes to a political change of guard, what most forget, or fail to

understand, is that elected o]cials have nowhere near the power we expect them to have. As

explained by The Epoch Times, the real power actually lies with the unelected administrators.

That's where the real cleanout needs to occur:

"It's rather obvious now that we're dealing with a beast that includes media, technology,

nonproQts, and multinational and international government agencies and all the groups

they represent.

That said, let's deal here with the most obvious problem: the administrative state ...

[E]lected politicians are outnumbered and outwitted on all sides, only pretending to be in

charge when, in fact, the actual affairs of state are managed by experienced professionals

with permanent positions ...

[J]ust as the stakes are high, so, too, the problem of implementing a solution —

representative democracy as a means to reobtain liberty itself — is also exceedingly

di[cult ... Indeed, the entire system seems rigged against change.

It starts with the permanent staff on Capitol Hill. It's a tribe. They move from o[ce to

o[ce. They all know each other and also the permanent staff of the bureaucracies who

serve Congress, and they, in turn, have close relations with the permanent staff of the

executive bureaucracies, who, in turn, have close relationships with the media and the

corporate executives lobbying the member of Congress.

The naive people, no matter how well intended, are quickly surrounded. This is essentially

what happened to Donald Trump. He Qgured that as president, he would be like a CEO, not

just of all of government, but the whole country. Within months, he was shown otherwise

...

This is precisely why there needs to be a focus as never before on the problem of the

administrative state. It has to be penetrated and taken apart piece by piece.

That will involve not only constant investigations, but also courageous bills that seek not

cuts but full-on defunding of whole agencies, one after another. That's what it will require

to make genuine change ...

In the end, what's more powerful than political changes and even election upheavals,

which too often fail through subversion, are dramatic shifts in public opinion.

Every institution ultimately bends to that, which is why research, education, great

journalism, and competent media outlets, plus friendship networks and community

organizing, might actually be more foundational than elections. All of this has begun and

it's growing. Therein lies the real hope."

Realize Where Your True Power Lies

Regardless of which party holds the power, please realize that your power as an individual lies in

your own personal day-to-day decisions. Politicians say what is necessary to get elected, based

on the polling of talking points. A politician's public talking points constantly "evolve" and are

rarely consistent with their actions that beneLt their corporate sponsors.

Also realize that creating divisiveness among people is part of a carefully orchestrated plan that

works in the oligarchy's favor, so we really need to get smarter about how we engage in the

political process and avoid falling for their carefully constructed and sophisticated strategies that

limit us from achieving the changes we want and desperately need.

As long as we're at each other's throats, it distracts us from analyzing and addressing the

underlying system that is creating the problems in the Lrst place. So, let people have their opinion.

Ultimately, controlling interests are writing the laws and paying the politicians to pass them. But

knowledge is power, so use your knowledge to take control where it actually matters the most —

locally.

The power of the individual is alive and well even in this deeply kawed system. It becomes yours

by stepping OUTSIDE of the system with every decision and purchase you make. With every action

you take, you also set the example for others to follow, thereby making you a change-agent within

your own small circle of family, friends and acquaintances.

In the end, our collective actions will create the changes that are so desperately needed, and

thinking locally will eventually have a global effect.

Remember, the industries that are currently buying our politicians and writing their own laws

cannot maintain power without your ongoing Lnancial support. While we may not have a

signiLcant choice in how our tax contributions are distributed to these industries through

subsidies and contracts, we do have a very powerful inkuence by making responsible purchases

each and every day.

Withdraw that support and you automatically redistribute Lnancial power to a benevolent

business aligned with your core principles. A perfect example of this is when you buy locally-

grown foods from an organic farmer.

You're empowering that farmer to continue growing foods for the community that support

environmental regeneration and human health, and you're disempowering the big junk food

manufacturers that wield undue inkuence over agricultural policy. This is where your true power

lies.

Food Independence Is the Key to Other Forms of Independence

It's time to dissent, to step out of the globalist and federalist systems, starting with your food. If

you cannot grow your own, then get to know the farmer that can. Keep your money in your

community; the closer the better. Kissinger said it best:

"Control oil and you control nations; control food and you control the people."

If you don't like the state of the nation (or the world), stop eating processed and ultraprocessed

junk foods. Some may initially think this decision would have nothing to do with anything that is

wrong in the world, but if you really give it some thought, you'll realize that the more independence

you gain with your food, the more independence you will create in other areas as well.

Because food is such a potent form of control, breaking that control mechanism will have a ripple

effect that extends outward into many other industries and Lelds of activity, including the political

arena.

As we move into 2023 and beyond, local food security will be more important than ever, as

worldwide food shortages and famine are at our doorstep. So, prepare. If you don't, many of your

options will be eliminated, as you'll be forced to accept the globalists standardization of the food

system or starve.
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Globalization and communism in agendas with global authority based on the dictatorship. Agenda 21 like the 2030 agenda is described by
the UN as "a comprehensive plan of action to be taken by organizations of the United Nations system, governments and major groups at the
global, national and local levels in all areas in which that human beings have an impact on the environment. Using issues like climate
change, sustainability, and environmental protection to mask its real goals, the United Nations is pushing Agenda 21 in an effort to impose
a world government system that will control the world's population and natural resources. Under Agenda 21, people will be told where to
live (easily controllable urban environments) and how to live (remember the lyrics: "we can see...what's good for you...we don't need
cars...we're going to foot ").

Private property rights will be suspended in favor of "sustainable development" considerations, as determined by a central global authority.
The 2030 agenda is a continuity of Agenda 21 that establishes the foundations of health from a broad perspective of reference to
"vaccines", food, energy, inequalities, in short, the freedoms and rights of people under the Take a global government takeover of every
nation on the planet.

The 2030 addendum is a blueprint for a new world order that drives so-called "sustainable development" around the world with 17 goals.
This UN agenda will be imposed on all citizens of the world through the invocation of government coercion. Nowhere in this document does
it state that the rights of the individual will be protected. It does not even recognize the existence of human rights granted to individuals by
the Creator. Even the so-called "Universal Declaration of Human Rights" completely denies people the right to self-defense, the right to
medical choice, and the right of parental control over their own children. https://sdgs.un.org/2030agenda
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We Will Be SacriTced for Global Standardization of Systems
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ' Fact Checked

Agenda 21 (Agenda for the 21st Century) is the inventory and control plan for all land, water, minerals, plants, animals, construction, means of

production, food, energy, information, education and all human beings in the world

(

This roadmap for global totalitarianism was agreed to by 179 nations, including the U.S., at the 1992 Sustainable Development conference in

Brazil

(

We’ve seen various facets of Agenda 21 being implemented throughout the last three years, under the cover of biosecurity and the global

COVID-19 pandemic. The Green New Deal (Green Agenda), “Build Back Better,” the Fourth Industrial Revolution (the transhumanist movement)

and The Great Reset all further and facilitate the implementation of Agenda 21

(

Agenda 21 is based on the ideology of “communitarianism,” which argues that “an individual’s rights should be balanced against rights of the

community.” Community, however, in the mind of the globalists, is made up of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), corporations and

government, which are to dictate what happens around the world. The people are not really part of the equation

(

“Sustainable development” is NOT about recycling or making sure there’s enough food and resources for everyone. It’s about moving

populations from rural and suburban areas into concentrated city centers where they and their use of resources can be monitored and

controlled

(
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The “targets” analysis in this paper are nothing more than code words for a fascist corporate governance agenda that will imprison
humanity in a devastating cycle of poverty while enriching the world's most powerful globalist corporations like Monsanto. Nowhere
in this document does it state that "achieving human freedom" is one of its goals. We can think based on the policies of the WEF and
the events that are happening on the way to the Great Reset, that ending poverty corresponds with obedience to a government that
provides monthly "subsidy" money for basic items like food and medicines. Call it "ending poverty." Invading the entire planet with
GMOs and proprietary Monsanto seeds while increasing the use of deadly herbicides under the false claim of "increased production"
of food crops.

Push vaccinations for all children and adults at gunpoint, threatening parents with arrest and imprisonment if they refuse. An
education that encourages obedient people instead of independent thinkers. The real goal is never "equality", but rather the
marginalization and shame of anyone who expresses their thoughts. Allow powerful corporations to take control of the world's water
supplies and charge monopoly prices. Penalize coal, gas and oil while pushing for "green" energy subsidies spearheaded by friends
of the White House. Destroy the free market economy and deny permits and licenses to those companies that do not obey the
dictates of the government.
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Ban gun ownership by private citizens, concentrating guns in the hands of dutiful government enforcers who rule over an unarmed
and enslaved class of impoverished workers. banning most ocean Lshing, plunging the food supply into extreme scarcity and
causing runaway inkation in food prices that drives more people into economic despair. Criminalize private ownership of land,
including ranches and agricultural areas. Strictly control all agriculture through a government bureaucracy corrupted by corporations
whose policies are determined almost entirely by Monsanto.

Use the IRS and other federal agencies to selectively punish unfavorable groups while ignoring the criminal activities of favored
corporations that are friendly to the political elite. Override national laws and demand full global obedience to trade agreements
drafted by powerful corporations and endorsed by the UN.  This is how the murderers who have killed and ruined the lives of people
defend themselves, who, of course, also defend the UN globalization agendas WOW!’ FAUCI CAN’T RECALL PRACTICALLY
ANYTHING’ IN 7-HOUR DEPOSITION During seven hours of questioning under oath relating to a lawsuit alleging he and other Biden
administration o]cials colluded with social media companies to censor COVID-19-related content, Dr. Anthony Fauci said he had “no
clear memory of details that would shed light on his involvement in speech suppression.”
childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/anthony-fauci-deposition-speech-su..  (28/11/2022)
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Gui, Up is down, down is up. Right is left, left is right. Black is white, white is black. Who knew? How can one know when words say
what Predator$ say they mean even if they are contradictory in the same breath, same sentence. A layer exposed in this article is the
way many things We the People are most concerned about, the things we attempt to address get out kanked, taken over. So, as We
the People who are concerned with the Toxin's choking life out of all started using the need for a Green New Deal along the lines of
FDR's New Deal, the Predator$ Machine inserts itself to blunt real efforts & takes over the language & messaging of the activist.

By the time public awareness is taking in the concepts, the Para$tic Predator$ have captured the narrative to run with it for their
agenda's. Then by the time activist realize the need to address what has happened, the majority of the general public have already
been pulled in by the once positive message & agenda only to receive a bait & switch.

A Rockefeller foundation tactic. When Para$itic Predator$ state their goal is to end poverty means something totally different when
one realizes they intend to cull billions. 'I say, have we not ended poverty?' 'Snort, sniff, now there is abundance aplenty for the Divine
Elite.' Our moving into sound Land, Food Production & management gets turned into 'the only way forward is insect gruel & lab slime,
you're not to eat real food, it may have a germ in it...here eat you're upcycled human burger.

No worries, we put enough toxins in it to kill any kind of lifeform in it. With the Private/Public Fascist takeover there is little to any
real journalism when Lve outlets control all the Legacy Media, & then consider most likely the Lve are under the control of Blackrock,
Vanguard &/or State Street. Bottlenecking, blocking accurate information is a major obstacle. Seven hours of amnesia? Maybe this
will refresh his memory? Fauci lies www.youtube.com/watch
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Thank you Dr Mercola. Thanks also Gui. This is a terrifying vision of the future. Those planning it it must surely be satanic psychos
on steriods! It is clear that the despicable covid vaccination agenda is still very much in their plans and this well drafted analysis
brings a ray of hope: bailiwicknews.substack.com/.../stopping-conditions  As many people may know "enemy of the state" David
Icke recently tried to attend a Peace Rally and was banned by 26 European countries for two years. (Which begs the question: "What
are they frightened of?") However, in spite of this appalling censorship in a "free world" he is due be interviewed on Friday by Brian
Rose of London Real.

I quote: "Which is why we decided to hold an Emergency Broadcast this Friday at 5pm UK time (12am EST/9am PST) where David
Icke is returning to London Real Studios to join me for the eighth instalment in our landmark interview series" : ROSE/ICKE 8:
Banned. freedomplatform.tv/rose-icke-8-banned  And here's a much more hopeful link which is headlined: ""BOOM! DeSantis: "They
lied about the COVID gene injection mRNA vaccine, they lied! They said if you take it, will not get COVID, that is false & people with
multiple boosters are deathly at risk"" palexander.substack.com/p/boom-desantis-they-lied-about-the?publicatio..
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Yes, Just the contradictions and lies of the global elite are the basis for disorienting people and leading them down the path of the
Agendas that mark their dictatorship. A stir was caused by the touted “Great Reset”, which promises to use the pandemic as an
“opportunity” to topple the dollar-based global capitalist economic system and “build back better” under a more socialist and global,
integrated system that rekects the objectives of the United Nations Agenda 2001 and 2030 for Sustainable Development. Any
politician who hears the term "build back better" used can think of Biden-Harris-Trudeau-Johnson who repeat this lie are taken on
the breath of the WEF and its founder, Klaus Schwab.

One of the purposes of these Agendas is to empower vulnerable people. children, young people, people with disabilities and
humanitarian emergencies and what is being done is sponsoring "vaccines" including children and increasing inequalities with
galloping inkation while taxpayers' money is spent on wars like the one in Ukraine. The globalist elite say they are committed to
providing inclusive, equitable and quality education, fostering intercultural understanding, tolerance, mutual respect and an ethic of
global citizenship and shared responsibility, countering health misinformation, terrorist content With “The Global Coalition for Digital
Safety where the WEF groups together the propagators of “health misinformation”, which would be anyone expressing reluctance
about experimental mass vaccination programs, COVID lockdowns, mandatory mask wearing, etc., like the path set by BigPharma
and its government partners.
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The WEF has the audacity to say that its coalition will be "impartial" in Internet surveillance. This is the same organization led by
Schwab, who openly states that the pandemic must be exploited as a “single window of opportunity” to fundamentally change the
way people live, work, do business, and Lt into society. We know that Big Tech corporations are also increasingly working with
governments around the world, including in the US and the ruling Chinese Communist Party in China, to regulate what people can
see on the internet. Social credit is the way they have to subdue people to their interests, with control and alms.
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Thank you NW, yes, Covid-19 information campaigns, masks authorized for emergency use, US diagnostic tests, US treatments and
US injectables are components of a mass murder operation using fear , fraud, propaganda, censorship and unidentiLed biological
and chemical weapons. It is grateful that Governor DeSantis denounces the serious lies of bioweapons propaganda when it is said
that “vaccinated” people will not contract COVID, and instead people with multiple boosters are at mortal risk “Vaccines” is the
murder weapon of the WEF. The WEF boasts that mass compliance with draconian COVID-19 mandates “demonstrated the core of
individual social responsibility” and helped pave the way for upcoming “climate”-related restrictions, associated with its Impact
Meetings.

of Sustainable Development 2022 in progress. The author of The Great Reset: Global Elites and the Permanent Lockdown, Marc
Morano, told LifeSite's John-Henry Westen that lockdowns, restrictions, and even planned economic collapse are part of the
"climate" agenda. “The COVID shutdowns were literally a version of what they have been calling for for decades in the climate
movement,” Morano said. “I attend all the United Nations climate summits, and I'm going to the one in Egypt this yearand what these
summits are calling foris the 'degrowth movement' or 'planned recessions'to Lght global warming.

And that means the government imposes slower economic growth or forces a recession to reduce emissions." All this is in Agenda
21 and 2030, to promote an economic crisis on a global scale and impose the opinions of the WEF.
www.regnery.com/.../the-great-reset  .--- In the way of the complaint "Robert Malone Sues the Breggins for $25 Million; Malone
shredded his credibility and created a conkict that hurts our movement"; Yoho: “Ginger and Peter Breggin are some of the most
courageous and self-sacriLcing people I have ever met.” robertyoho.substack.com/.../1755-robert-malone-sues-the-breggins
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Yes Gui and it seems most likely the 85,000 plus IRS to be hired are too shut down Cryptocurrency's to Reset, Build Back with the
same old, same old Central Bank even tighter Control and Surveil they will decide, allow what you are or to be with their "Safe" digital
system.
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NewLandsWanderer, just what is it the Predator are afraid of? What are they searching for? Who are they looking for?
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Right now Russia is Lghting for a multipolar world, along with a few nonaligned nations.
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Guillermou, JustSteve, Newlandswanderer et al, I hear a note of despair and anger here. We must absolutely focus on the solutions.
What else do we have? If all we do is to rant about our discouragement, we will not only get nothing done, but will spread the word of
despair and "surrender, hold your hands up now!" to more and more readers. Let us instead, hold the note of hope and positive
proactivity. In this very deeply concerning article, Dr Mercola does point out quite rightly, that the community has the power to either
be the hand that claps back, or to be the hand which gets out of the way of the hand which attempts to clap.

When we are the hand which gets out of the way, the hand which attempts to clap, will only fall faster and harder. True? ~~~In
addition to becoming more food independent, we must undercut BigPharma dictatorship. I hereby issue a deep appeal to those with
courage, and perhaps retired individuals with less to lose, to educate the public about the science in natural medicine.

Chemistry, pharmacology, double blind studies, large cultural cross sectors plus millennia of anecdotes all together, can not lie. I was
lucky enough to study with a world caliber authority, and am deeply impressed---jaw dropping---at the depth of science in natural
medicine. If people only knew about this, they might not say that "natural medicines are not strong enough" etc. Truth: Natural
medicine works by other means. They are uneducated, having gaps of information.

If and only if those deeply expert people step forward to educate others, via media outlets that will disseminate the information, we
can see a seachange. It can start as an underground movement, but this has potential to increase like a wildLre. A spark can light a
bonLre. That's all it takes. Let us be part of the solution, and be the change we want to see in the world, as Ghandi wisely and kindly
said. God bless, stay positive, stay proactive, do good and be well. Your spirit, and others thank you.
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PS All something else to underscore here, which Dr Mercola kindly and wisely pointed out in this article. Namely, that politicians,
corporations, contrary to popular belief, care plenty what we think. Why else do they recruit the media to brainwash others and incite
a storm of emotions? Because they have *Something to gain* from it! Aha. So, what we think, and (evidently even more key!) how we
feel about it, absolutely matters plenty to the powers that be! Hence, the power lies in the community and in private discourse. Ditch
Alexa, leave your cell phones at home, become less wiretappable by remote, and share freely! Further, if the Iron Curtain fell when
people protested en masse, then we the people have power...HUGE power!!! Contrary to popular belief. To every big problem, there
must always be a simple solution! Please spread word. People need hope to be proactive. Thank you all.
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Yes, cdbevis, Russia does not want the rule of the globalist elite, Russia only wants to defend its borders. Months before Russia
launched its counter-offensive against the creeping NATO encroachment on its western borders, the political West began sending
massive amounts of arms and ammunition to the kyiv regime. Initially, this was further exacerbated when the kyiv regime began to
call for more advanced weapons and systems amid mounting battleLeld losses. Many NATO member states were (and still are)
forced to send already scarce weapons and ammunition to their own armies. This is particularly true when it comes to the warring
alliance's former Warsaw Pact member states, many of which were forced to give up their Soviet-era weapons.

On the other hand, senior European o]cials are furious with the Joe Biden administration and now accuse the Americans of making
a fortune from the war, while the EU countries suffer. “The fact is that, if you look at it seriously, the country that is beneLting the
most from this war is the United States because it sells more gasoline and at higher prices, and because it sells more weapons,” a
senior o]cial told POLITICO.

The explosive comments, backed publicly and privately by o]cials, diplomats and ministers elsewhere, follow growing anger in
Europe over US subsidies that threaten to bankrupt European industry. “We are really at a historic juncture,” the senior EU o]cial
said, arguing that the double whammy of trade disruption from US subsidies and high energy prices risk turning public opinion
against the effort. of war and the transatlantic alliance. "The United States must realize that public opinion is changing in many EU
countries." www.globalresearch.ca/europe-accuses-us-proLting-from-war/5800639  (11/29/2022)
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Thank you Mirandola for your constructive spirit. Yes, Gandhi is widely recognized as one of the greatest political and spiritual
leaders of the twentieth century. Honored in India as the father of the nation, he pioneered and practiced the principle of Satyagraha:
resistance to tyranny through mass nonviolent civil disobedience. While he led nationwide campaigns to alleviate poverty, expand
women's rights, create religious and ethnic harmony, and eliminate the injustices of the caste system. World civil rights leaders from
Martin Luther King, Jr., to Nelson Mandela have credited Gandhi as an inspiration in their Lght to win equal rights for their people.

“When I despair, I remember that throughout all of history, the paths of truth and love have always won. There have been tyrants and
murderers and for a while they may seem invincible, but in the end they always fall. I think about thisalways.”—Mahatma Gandhi This
letter also wants to convey that there are people who make mistakes and that certain actions can be corrected. A FRIENDLY, OPEN
AND URGENT LETTER TO PROFESSOR LAWRENCE OGLETHORPE GOSTIN... I highly recommend that Professor Gostin immediately
and publicly resign from his position as a member of the International Health Regulations Review Committee.

JUST DO IT. RESIGN IMMEDIATELY! Dear Professor Gostin, This message is written in good faith and with the best of intentions.
Sometimes good people get spun around, lose their balance and Lnd themselves headed in the wrong direction. I think you have lost
your way, and I would like to ensure that you are made aware of a few things, so that you can CHOOSE to get back on track. Let me
be clear. I am NOT accusing you of committing any crimes. I believe that you have NO ill intent.in link
jamesroguski.substack.com/p/a-friendly-open-and-urgent-letter?utm_sour..  (29/11/2022)
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We can add these principles to support humanity: 12 (TWELVE) CORE PRINCIPLES OF WHAT IT MEANS TO BE A "CONSERVATIVE";
WHAT GUIDES YOU & GOVERNS YOUR THINKING & DECISION; YOU MAY THINK MORE TO THIS OR SOME NOT, I INVITE YOU TO
DEBATE WHAT IS MISSING 1 - Individual Freedom 2 - Limited Government 3 - The Rule of Law 4 - Peace Through Strength 5 - Fiscal
Responsibility 6 - Free Markets 7 - Human Dignity 8 - equal opportunity, not equal results...
palexander.substack.com/p/12-twelve-core-principles-of-what?utm_source..  (11/29/2022)
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Here are those who want the Great Reset to continue their destructive agendas. Dr. Robert Malone, inventor of messenger RNA
technology, spoke with Health Ranger Mike Adams this week about numerous topics relevant to the current national conversation.
Malone addressed how, when he Lrst developed mRNA several decades ago, he had no idea that the technology would be exploited
in the way that it has been so Health “It is the CIA that is behind this; that's not nonsense,” Malone said candidly, noting that he talks
about all this and more in his new book Lies My Gov't Told Me: And the Better Future Coming. “The CIA are the ones who Lnanced
Moderna. It's In-Q-Tel, the private equity arm of the CIA, which just built the new mRNA manufacturing plant in, wait, Canada under
Mr. Castro," he further explained: "Mr.

Castro” being a reference to Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, whom many believe to be the son of the late Cuban dictator Fidel Castro.
“This all went through the Homeland Security Council, kowed down, and the people who have run this have been Department of
Defense (DoD), DARPA, Department of Homeland Security, Sec. Mayorkas,” Malone revealed, be sure to watch the “Health Ranger
Report” segment of the link www.newstarget.com/2022-11-28-robert-malone-mrna-fda-criminality-depop..  (11/28/2022)
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JustSteve: what they are afraid of& hate is the God of truth & any witnessing & pointing men to Him & his pure word rather than to
THEM as 'gods'& 'saviours', w/their confusion of corruptions& moveable ways that cannot be known: the strange woman being that
body of ALL of the idolatrous humanist becoming gods types who've believed the lies& ignored convicting truth to the contrary from
the beginning. They are the deceiving& being deceived, who are so foolish as to trust the unfaithful& untrue, that old father of lies,
rather than the evidenced Faithful& True....who then act all 'perplexed'& shocked, dying in puzzlement as Crowley, clawing the walls&
cursing the God he said he didn't believe in Voltaire, or saying 'no, I'm not ready' as the necromancer& familiar spirit master sorcerer
Michael Landon....when they realize that the Liar of liars lied to them,& that all the evil of their initiations& covert service,
masquerading as ministers of light etc & of 'another' 'better' way was all in vain: their own pride yet keeping them from repentance to
salvation.

They run from conviction& truth til the day they die,& then do not die well, or to a good end. Russia is being played as the Orthodox,
East,& the most right reverend arm of Rome & her crony corporatists & coverted elite, while Ukraine w/China & corporatists,
not-so-coverted-for-a-reason is posturing as Rome West& the most corrupt left arm: they both attach to the same body& system.

Idolatrous Craft Jew& idolatrous Craft Laodicea/MYSTERY unite easily in fornicating union to their illegit fruit,& then all the world will
wonder after the beast. What remains of KJB Christian America had to be removed or 'transformed' (dumbing down &
demoralization: Bacchus/Baal/Pan all the way, baby: along w/ the safe covert the Jews have enjoyed here after having no lasting
peace in this world for centuries. Antisemitism rises. Soon they liquidate& kee home,& no more reason for God's blessing on this
lost& demoralized nation.
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Guillermou, I was impressed by the Robert Malone who was interviewed last week by Mike Adams. Then today impressed turned to
aghast when I read your mention of his lawsuit against the Breggins and the links you provided. I did not know. What should have
been nothing more than a mere tempest in a teacup difference and spirited exchange of ideas between the Desmet position Malone
has adopted and the Breggins has festered into an egomaniacal assault by Malone on the unimpeachable Breggins. The level of
overaction is so immense so as to instill for me a cognitive dissonance that says there can only be one explanation and that is: the
full force and weight of former ties Malone claims to have had to the Deep State are still lording over him to this day. It is the only
context in which I can understand his behavior.
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Gui, well said. The way I see it, these entities are the very ones who have plundered the planet of resources, like oil and formed huge
corporations manufacturing plastics, chemicals, and other items from this resource and causing all sorts of pollution on the planet
and then blaming the general populace for the degradation of the environment that they (the globalists) caused in the Lrst place. The
so called climate change is another scam because if they really cared about it they would be cleaning up the pollution in the oceans
(plastic), stopping the use of dangerous pesticides and herbicides and encouraging farmers to use their land in truly sustainable
ways and ban CAFO farming.

The very idea of all these poor little children being vaccinated to death, literally, sickens me. We already have a 1 in 30 or more/less
children becoming autistic from those very shots. What would the future look like when that vaccine agenda is expanded to include
all sorts of synthetic concoctions? Apparently there is in the pipeline another 500 vaccines to be released at some point. When is
enough, enough. Now that they have this mRNA psychopathic fools who are so puffed up with their own importance they literally
think that they are the pinnacle of creation. How deluded are these Cabal who think they are above every other living thing on this
planet.

Hopefully their time will come, that is their time to be eradicated from this planet. I am having doubts as to humanity waking up in
time to stop this. I cannot wake people up here, they just do not want to know. Perhaps the jabs have affected their brains and now
they are more compliant than ever. I here from all sorts of awake people how they are Lnding colleagues and family and friends who
been jabbed, being cognitively impaired. Maybe they are now controlled with all that graphene in their systems (MAC addresses). It
is almost unbelievable what has happened in this last 3 years. I feel like I am living in a nightmare.
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Where’s John Galt when you need him!
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Serious topic but this bullet point is a joke! * “Helping your children understand that they're being indoctrinated, from kindergarten through
graduate school, to embrace and support their own demise”. Stop sending your children to the ministry of propaganda if you don’t want
them indoctrinated. Form local home school groups with other parents. Call on retired neighbors to help. Unite. We’re American we’ve
rebelled and won before we can do it again.
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kat, you are so right. You can't give your children completely over to the wolves to be raised by warning them that the wolves are pure
evil while you wave goodbye! Ludicrous!
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My thought when I read this was about how much I was indoctrinated in my “formal” education and I’m 65!  It’s been going on a long
time. I homeschooled our youngest but she has gotten caught up in the materialist, “I want it all now” mentality and HAS to work
instead of raising her children.  It terriLes me what they are learning in school. I am sure that when I explain to them how things
really happen/work it creates tension with their teachers. “Well, my grandma says ”.  My goal is to make them think, not just accept
what they hear in school.
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Amen to that one. I home schooled my children 30 + years ago. Got a lot of kack about them not being "socialized." Now those same
people (mainly relatives) say, "It's a good thing you home schooled them!" So all I can say is, if a moron like me can home school her
kids, then anyone can. You would not believe how successful they are now. DON'T send your kids to govt school. You will lose them
and ruin them.
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and ruin them.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

katndognco, SMART! And, disengage from mainstream "news". N-north E-East W-West S-South the "N-E-W-S" propaganda is coming
from all corners of the world...as spread by mainstream media. It's a poison pill. Tell kids to stay away from it. This can save the
world. Really!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

YES! If they insist on the vaccine to go to school, homeschool. My friend did this, retired as a teacher and schooled all 4 of her
children. She now has 4 beautiful, intelligent and Christian children. They learned to work for everything they got, not charge it! You
want a car, truck, work, save and then get it. Her boys learned from their father who loves old cars. They found what they wanted,
bought it, striped it and rebuilt it. If they want something, save for it. Two of the boys have bought land and will build their homes
themselves. They can have a sense of pride in what they have accomplished.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, education and tracking on the behavior of children. The apps and websites they used for school during the pandemic tracked
the online behavior and personal information of millions of children, according to international research raising concerns about the
impact remote learning had on children's privacy in line. School districts recommended the educational tools and offered interactive
math and reading lessons to children starting in preschool. But many of them also collected student information and shared it with
data brokers and marketers, who could then create data proLles used to target children with ads that follow them around the Web.
Americans' health information is being tra]cked quietly, often without their knowledge or consent, and outside the reach of federal
health privacy laws. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/bb-remote-learning-apps-shared-chi..  (05/25/2022)
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Amen to that! My best friends home schooled their 5 children with incredible, fantastic results! My son and daughter went to a
private Catholic school and also had incredible, fantastic results in the late 1990's. You are spot on.
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are very few people to trust. Even those you presently think are wonderful conservatives. DeSantis did great things in FLA. Can you
trust him? No! Dig a little on him. He's a Bush guy! A Bill Gates mosquito guy. And that's just the beginning. Trust Trump? No! He's the Father
of that great big beautiful Vaccine! Newsmax? No! OAN? No! Fox? Of course not! Candace Owens? No! Lin Wood? No! NO! NO! NO! NO!
......................
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Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM
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So who do you believe? Gotta have faith in someone . . . Everyone wants to be a leader, but no one wants to be a follower. I prefer to
be a follower. Too much work to be a leader.
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Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lee1959: I couldn’t help but respond to your statement, “who should we believe, gotta have faith in someone.”  Psalm 46:3. Do not
put your trust in princes, in mortal men, who cannot save! Unfortunately, the human race, with its “free will” has been deceived by
Satan because we have placed our faith in mere mortal man. Fortunately, their remains a remnant of humanity that is not fooled,
hence it is our responsibility to shed light on the truth
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Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MercolaFan, those who go into public o]ce , do so based on bribe money. I knew someone who campaigned locally, losing his bid
based on his refusal to accept bribe money. And that was from the lowest ground up! Hence, it takes an unethical person to begin
with, just to get into public o]ce...at the lowest rungs of the ladder! There may be one or two golden gems who make it to the top,
but again these are few and far between. Then we get the media colluding with them....so in the end, we live based on a cognitive
distortion.

Most people world-wide are NOT criminal. Most people have the desire to do good and the instinct for truth. They may indeed have
their weaknesses and they may not always live up to their best intentions, but their desire is still good. That is the general cross
sector. To say that "There are very few to trust" may be living in a cognitive distortion. Frankly that is what agenda-based tyrants
want. They want us to give up in despair. NO WAY! We can not let them win. We must stay positive and focus on the good.

There is lots of it. The stars are a canopy of light which we can never escape! We are surrounded by good. Let us focus on it and
multiply it. Wherever there is wrong there must be solutions, usually simple ones are the answer to big problems. This is my actual
life experience! "Be not overcome of evil, but overcome evil with good" said Jesus (I am not Christian, neither am I religious, I just
believe in spirituality and that there are many paths to Rome/to God). God bless.
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Joined On 10/19/2007 4:48:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Agree Big time, Amerikan Peoples do not even have "faith" in themselves.....There still waiting for a "Savior" agree with you DeSantis
is a Zionist Puppet !!!!!
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Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amen: we ought to obey God, not men who hate& want us to deny him for one of their many antichrist fakes & to draw followers to
their own selves& systems.....which in turn are sold out& subservient to,& siamese twins w/, the same Craft idolatrous system& head
that the 'bad guys' are. Take your pick....lol. What they all fear more than anything is truth,& those free indeed w/ exchanged
citizenship, fearing not those who can destroy the body& then do nothing, but rather he who can destroy both body& soul in Hell.

Having the Spirit of Truth. So long as we please God, then we're not the ones w/ the problem if men Lnd that offensive,& our God
does not need or call us to force or impose anything, but to reason from the word of God,& to preserve the truth& freedom for men to
speak it.....as well as all the lies out there, so that men are truly given choice& a Lghting chance at repenting to the reception of
God's grace thru the Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ of the Godhead, holy, holy, holy,& according to the scriptures.

Nothing to prove& no need to despair as all we see has been foretold from long ago, w/ its Lnal end,& no power of heaven or earth
can change the Lnal& eternal end& inheritance of the truly redeemed w/ an unmerited share in the inheritance of the Son, rather than
a merited end in the inheritance of that fallen creature& cherub. No covert garbage taquiyya or mental assent either: for we are
called to walk in the light, remembering that God has separated light& darkness,& commanded us to separate from darkness, not to
embrace or unite to it....knowing that corrupt salt is Lt for nothing but to be cast out to the street to be trodden under foot of men.
There was a reason that the older, mature & humbled King David cast himself upon the mercy of the the Lord, & not upon the Lckle,
deceitfulness& desires of men who most often don't even realize how vain, deceitful& sinful their own hearts& desires actually are
when the Lord offered him the choice.
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Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Appreciating this forum where non-believers can non-believe together. I have been putting out messages of coming trouble but being met
with silence. It's easy to think I'm creating resistance because "they're not ready to hear it." Onward with practicing cheerful
non-compliance.  Imagine where we'd be if no one had spoken up. Sheep to the slaughter. Let's speak up more. Dare to be "bad."
Overcoming the childhood fear of appeasing adults and carrying that into adulthood . . . which is where most of us are. Here in Canada, we
have a great underground-ish paper, Druthers! As in "If I had my Druthers . . . " A model other countries could emulate. It's at its 2 year
anniversary, publishes 250k copies, distributed everywhere, costs 10 cents a copy to produce and is a seed of radical ideas that goes
everywhere. You can have them distributed to your local postal code too. It's cheerful, irreverent vibe and isn't afraid to tell it like it is. A
hopeful model you can pick up and run with. All donations go to print and distribution. The staff make money from a shop of merch. One
way or another, get the word out - backed by the most loving vibe you can muster.
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Imagine where we would be today if 90% of the people refused to wear a mask from the beginning.
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I don't have anything against you if you non believe. It is your choice . . . That is the great thing about belief. You choose it. Free will.
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Correct! You either jump on the Ark with the rest of the animals. Or perish! That's what I love about free choice, too!
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Lee1959, I mean non-believers in the Covid cult, not non-belief in God.
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Imaginal, Canada has brave people: Here is Iron Will’s interview with this team who are standing up for human rights, and standing
against the abuses of the Ontario medical regulator, the CPSO. Alexander and the doctors raised charter claims against the CPSO, in
a Discipline Tribunal on November 23, 2022. Dr. Mark Trozzi, Dr. Patrick Phillips and Dr. Crystal Luchkiw, along with their lawyer
Michael Alexander explain their strategy for countering the criminal acts of the CPSO in suspending the licenses of ethical doctors
and attempting to violate the conLdentiality of their patient’s medical records. All 3 doctors have told their patients the truth about
Covid and the toxic injections.

For this, all three are facing disciplinary hearings from the Ontario College of Physicians and Surgeons and two, Drs. Luchkiw and
Phillips have had their licenses suspended. The CPSO is violating the rights of patients as well in attempting to unlawfully seize
medical records. These brave doctors have sacriLced everything to protect their patients. Michael Alexander is providing hope with a
never-before-used legal strategy that could see all charges dropped and the doctor’s licenses reactivated..in link
drtrozzi.org/.../iron-will-report-crimes-of-the-cpso  (11/29/2022)
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It is easy to see the direction this is heading. They are separating the vaccinated from the PUREBLOODS and even though a good portion of
the vaccinated are now aware of the mistake they made, they have already entered into the lions den, survived thus far, and will continue to
go farther in because the pain of not cooperating will ruin their lives by restricting access to the things they partake in right now. I don't
believe the complete separation is far off and I think it is almost complete some time next year. For the PUREBLOODS, a very di]cult
decision is coming. Those that remained employed by their companies that were able to resist the Lrst strong arm tactic, now face an
impossible way to say no to the vaccines/boosters coming soon.

When the CDC voted 15-0 to include the covid vax in the recommended schedule for childhood vaccines, this removed EUA status in the US
for the vaccines. Now, complete blanket immunity is for everyone. Big health care companies(via government threat) will require employers
to force the vaccine upon their employees. If the employers fail to do so, they will lose their health care coverage and all employees will
lose it as well. This is a catastrophe in the making and no legal liability in any circumstances.

If 60% of the world population is vaccinated(even one dose), it seems likely that the 40% of PUREBLOOODS will dwindle in # as well. We can
peacefully resist all we want but even David had to pick up a stone to slay Goliath to end it. I don't see it happening another way unless the
people can collectively use their power and ABOLISH the entire government. But this method comes with the ultimate sacriLce and many
Americans are too selLsh to let go of everything for the guarantee of freedom and controlling their own destiny and that of their children in
a future we have complete control of.
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Xmen44, follow the money. The United Corporations of America---sorry, I meant to say, the so-called and deliberately misnamed
"Citizens United"---is unconstitutional on its face. It has to be overturned. The problem here is the corporate buying of politicians,
where our government was intended to be a government of/by/for the people. Now it has become one of/by/for the corporations.
Can anybody fail to see the underscore here in clarity and vivid detail? ~~~As for separating the PUREBLOODS from the so-called
vaccinated, better known as the genetically modiLed organisms whose genes become the OWNED PROPERTY Of the Feds and
bigpHARMa, we can peaceably Lght back by educating people about the real and actually proven, based on clinical studies,
effectiveness of natural medicine.

I hereby urge Dr Mercola and deeply expert natural healers and MDs/NDs to step forward to educate the general population about
the pharmacology, chemistry, double blind studies ,uses and contra-indications of natural medicines. Perhaps the Epoch Times and
Dr Mercola together with others, would take on the task of disseminating the information. The problem is, in the current saga, many
may not dare to speak. This is gag orders at its Lnest, manipulation and retaliation at its Lnest. The less we bow, the more we have
courage to speak, the better our chances of toppling this whole agenda.

Knowledge is power, and Dr Mercola is right (Thank you Dr Mercola!) for pointing out that the community and public opinion, and
public knowledge, hold the keys to real and lasting change. If the Iron Curtain, which gunned down its citizen for the crime of
speaking up about anything the agenda did not like, fell as the masses protested, then it can happen here too. Yes, world wide. We
the People have far more power than we think! THis alone, is word that needs to be spread. Thank you Dr Mercola for pointing this
out, in this article! Gratitude.
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Xmen44 re what you call "PUREBLOODS" to point out the obvious, the big hullaballoo about "Getting vaccinated now or forever hold
your peace, lose your place is society" is not only manipulation, coercion, retaliation, and selLsh bullying for proLt, but also is ALL
Based on a LAB MANUFACTURED VIRUS! Now come on, don't tell me that this isn't a deliberate agenda afoot? It should be obvious
,to the most casual observer, that Wuhan is a city housing the GOF lab...from where the virus is KNOWN To have come! So who is to
not suspect that the lab itself is the source of the world-spread virus (and the contagion of fear, mania and submission under
duress/undue inkuence)?

Who should Not think that the virus was deliberately released from the lab, and why should they not think that? Given the world wide
power grab based thereon, locking up the well along with the sick, globe-wide, please give me even *one* good reason why Not to
believe that? Hello?? Look at the proLteering by Amazon, Zoom, Skype, BigPharma (bigpHARMa), and others! Plus, it would be EASY
For a bug to escape from a lab, not hard at all!

Further, it also would be EASY for criminal minds to release it deliberately, based on agendas and proLteering interests! We need
clarity here, not manic emotional cyclones that blind us all. It is time to ourselves be the calm in the eye of the storm, offer our clarity
and insight, and stimulate thought and questioning in others. If we are "positional" we will turn others off. If we foster questioning
and thinking, by asking questions, we may be a lot more successful in our work. My two cents. God bless.
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Sadly, I fear you are right. We may have to Lght. i can't shoot a gun, use a slingshot, but I can reload for those who do. It may well be
that God will intervene and take charge before they gain their cmplete control. Be prepared!
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These are the images that prove the immediate damage of the C19 "Computerized Thermographic Imaging and Live Blood Analysis
Post C19 Injection"; by Ana Maria Mihalcea, live blood analysis and thermographic Imaging of C19 injected individuals; In these
never-before -seen images of individuals who received the experimental mRNA shot, we can see extensive abnormal vein imaging
suggesting blood clotting in both deep venous and superLcial venous system.
palexander.substack.com/p/computerized-thermographic-imaging?utm_sourc..  (11/29/2022)
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What you speak of is not letting go of everything,& no man controls his own destiny or that of his children w/ their own will& God's
better will, to deal w/. Lawlessness is a symptom of not letting everything go,& self-will:& God breaks up Babels for a reason, while
judging ages like that of the Judges when all men did what was right in their own sight& ended in a great corruption& mess. We're
not a Mosaic theocracy either, as that was fulLlled& abolished in the birth, life& resurrection, the kesh, of the Lord Jesus Christ
(Hebrews)...& the Jews will not have a legit theocracy& king until after the illegitimate 1 of their own desire& building w/gentiles:
even as Saul who was anointed 1st& w/ the vial& not the horn of oil, his ill-fated kingdom of rebellion as the sin of witchcraft&
ending there literally w/ the deceiving& being deceived witch of Endor sending him to his death by her cloaked familiar.

The vial is associated w/ judgment,& Saul's kingdom w/ the coming man of sin, called the antichrist, the Jews having rejected God
as their king& his word, the prophets, demanding a king as the surrounding pagan nations. It comes w/ the Jews keeing the beast,
the Dragon& the nations into the wilderness,& when the Lord returns to Lght for Jerusalem, when they look upon the 1 they pierced
coming back to set foot on the Mount of Olives, even as he left,& they mourn: having received a false messiah& king in his place& to
their loss& great chastising: a remnant of a 3rd remaining.

That kingdom comes after MYSTERY now uniting& riding the beast empire& system is judged by the same beast, after the Lord
Lghting w/ the then believing& preserved remnant of the Jews puts down the beast& the nations at Armageddon, at Megiddo,& the
times of the Gentiles come to their calamitous end in idolatrous corruption& failure as those of the presuming Jews before them.
The Lord will judge those destroying the earth,& restore it for 1,000 years: just& agrarian at last. Rev 20/Dn 2 stone.
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So THAT'S why daddy Bush was running around in 1992 touting the new world odor proclaiming it WILL happen! He had just gotten back
from "camp" after having the time of his life and being reenergized that he and his buddies would be controlling the world.
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Yes Brian, and the same Bush said at the time that “if the public knew what we were really up to, they would lynch us” (or words to
that effect). Now that everything has been laid bare, a lot of the public now know what is really going on, surely it’s time start
lynching these psychos?
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Yeah "Brian", and "Glastian", it was Bush41 that appointed Justice David Souter to the SCOTUS, the same justice who tipped the scale
that decided in favor of compromising eminent domain in favor of corporate proLt, as opposed to land acquisition for the public
good, such as, say, public highways. (Justice Anthony Kennedy was another big disappointment in that decision). And then Justice
Sandra Day O'Connor read the riot act to her SCOTUS colleagues for that awful decision. Don't get me going on NWO Bush41! :-(
www.foxnews.com/us/eminent-domain-kelo-v-city-of-new-london-and-a-pink..   ~~~ en.wikipedia.org/.../Lost_Liberty_Hotel
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Probably the most important article on mercola.com since 2019. Over the last three years we have pieced together the various strands of
Agenda 21, gone down a few false rabbit holes but with Dr M’s guidance completed the task of identifying the nature and purpose of the
fake pandemic and the criminal organisations behind behind this war against humanity. On the way we identiLed the tricks of the (well
studied) trade of tyranny from the old colonial “divide and conquer” playbook, Na-zi tactics of fear mongering and book burning, the
Orwellian corruption of language, creating a problem then offering the “only” solution, the invention of wars as weapons of mass distraction
and an excuse to impoverish us “useless eaters”, the elaborate construction of a house of cards built on half truths, distortions and
downright lies.

We became aware that party politics and voting in elections were on paper only while the real rulers continued as they had always done.
Other ingredients in the depopulation recipe book such as bioengineering, weather modiLcation, emf and heavy metal pollution have long
since been added to the pudding with maximum e]ciency and characteristic Gruendlichkeit.
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The real gem of the psyops agenda is the corruption of language with Humpty Dumpty’s assertion to Alice that “words mean
whatever I want them to mean” being a masterpiece in its own right. The power of words to hide behind all sorts of warm and fuzzy
disguises is unequalled in the history of false narratives. The real meaning for us lesser mortals of “community, sustainable,
concentration camps, balanced, regionalisation, harmonisation, synchronisation, smart, partnerships, economy, ecology, equity,
social equity, biosecurity, green, the administrative State” only becomes apparent when we are forced to experience them, although
we are already aware that “smart” technology is simply a monitoring device. The “neighbourhoods within walking distance of
frequent transit service” are already under construction in my city - at huge and unnecessary cost to the tax payer to satisfy the
political agenda.
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The word “community” was chosen with care, rekecting that warm glow of caring and sharing, but which will be our urban prisons. In
the UK Community Empowerment Act as applied locally, the word “community” is repeated ad nauseam and the language could be
anything the local authority wants it to mean: - “As a partnership we are committed to transforming the way we work. We recognise
the need to combine our resources, thinking beyond our organisational boundaries, to work more meaningfully with communities to
deliver our shared ambitions for change. Core to this success is the genuine engagement with residents and communities,
recognising their knowledge and expertise and using this to inkuence, prioritise and shape all our activity.

We are committed to strengthening community inkuence and participation, and creating opportunities for participation in different
ways and at all levels, identifying and addressing the barriers to involvement. We will continue to use the National Standards for
Community Engagement to inform our practice and improve the impact of this work evidencing the participation and views of our
communities and how they have been taken into account. We recognise for us to deliver we will need to strengthen and improve all
aspects of the way we work, building and capitalising on our existing practice.

We plan to establish new governance arrangements that will improve our decision making and increase transparency and
accountability. Critical to achieving our priorities, is identifying, and committing the necessary joint resources.” A pity this “genuine
engagement with residents” rode roughshod over yet another high-rise student accomodation intrusion in spite of well founded local
objections. Will these form part of the “smart cities” of the future for permanent residents, we wonder?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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nice writing. Looks like we may be noticing large employment decreases due to disabilities in the near future, threatening the
operations of transportation and all forms of infrastructure. Equipment and facilities still require operation oversight and
maintenance...most of their "useless eaters" are also individual cogs supporting the entire structure! Somethings gotta give, yes?
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Hel5896
Joined On 1/19/2021 7:57:37 AM
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Looks like local, organic farmers are being forced by global administrations to sell their farms, kill their poultry (bird ku), or, if allowed to
survive, submit to carbon-use regulations. For example, 3000 Dutch farmers were told to sell their farms “or else.” In the U.S., Bill Gates and
Chinese corporations are commandeering agricultural lands seemingly everywhere, under the radar. Organic farmers especially are being
forced out of business, with myriad local regulations and Lnes raining down on them. How in the bejesus are we supposed to support local
farms if they are being out of business by local o]cials? This harassment is happening globally.
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Shepard505
Joined On 7/26/2018 10:09:50 AM
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It is the permit required for everything mentality that Lnes the 4-H and other kids with an eggstand that did not know about the $75
annual fee for an egg handlers license, and so many other fees and taxes that are slowly killing us. I hope the libertarian party can
come up with some good candidates.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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I have a theory about the so-called "WildLres" in California and Oregon. Oregon has tons of water, lakes, rivers, streams. California
grows 1/3rd of the USA's produce, thanks to a temperate climate and long growing season. Note how both are the objects of arson.
Yes, arson. I mean what I say. I believe Monsanto is jealous, and wants to have their GMO drought-tolerant seeds EVERYWHERE! To
light Lres is exactly in the agenda. In our town here, a Lre was started on a hilltop with no paths leading to it, directly behind/above a
village of houses.

It was determined to have been arson activity. WHY? During Lre season? Then there is also my true experience, driving through
Oregon, and I saw something incredible. I stopped to photograph a beautiful rainbow, overarching Lelds of tall dried grass and
shrubby trees, backed by evergreens. There was only one single house in sight, but horizon to horizon, there was only tall dried
grass, trees and evergreens. Then I saw a "teepee" of sticks in the ground, atop a levy where no path and no road led, and it was
smoking.

There was a tiny Lre, just started. A tiny green tractor was parked right by the "teepee" of burning sticks, waiting (not long!) to light
up the dried, tall grasses. I called the Lre department, you can bet! How did that tiny tractor get to the top of the roadside levy,
anyway? I really have to question this. I notice that a lot of the burning areas, happen in ...drumroll!!!....evergreen tree and agricultural
areas.

Vineyards, farms, open acreage, forests all seem to be targets. The surrounding villages and homes are incidental to those core
areas. Please watch for the patterns, and people should write reports on the web! It is time for people to see through this, at last. I
believe the GMO industry is doing evil so it can take over. Evergreen trees are being GMO'd, redwood is lumber... Home rebuilding is
very proLtable. But what about acts of violence and murder for the sake of proLteering? Lock 'em up!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Hel5869 while I was on Oregon in a hotel, I talked with farmers who described how the Feds were harassing them and "trying to
squeeze the farmers". I urged them to keep up with their farming, come what may. What you are saying is absolutely true, and is not
conspiracy theory. I only wish it was. Sad to say.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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It matters not who is in political power. They are nothing but puppets, actors on a stage to distract you from what is happening
behind the curtain. Elections are meaningless. President Wilson declared over 100 years ago that politicians are never elected, but
selected. Comedian George Carlin tried to educate you by proclaiming that if your vote mattered, they would never let you vote. Stop
looking for a mortal savior or saviors.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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The Libertarian party did 'come up with' and run a number of good candidates that the people backed. The last one was Ron Paul
who was railroaded & ignored, along with his delegates, because the system was already inLltrated, taken over from within & not
only selecting who was permitted to run: but who would win. Even if said candidate wasn't even Constitutionally qualiLed to run. The
handwriting was on the wall then& many tried to warn, detaching from the system& dependence, moving out& away. They don't even
need the media to hide it much now, just 'Lnding' some votes here & there, days after elections, stopping elections in process until
they Lnd or create what they need to get to the determined end.

No voting our way out of this one, & the old Constitutional United States is already dead. A propped up corpse in its place & puppeted
w/ little to no input from the vast majority of its citizens...like the mockery of a Lgurehead they set in place. Naught but an
appendage to the global beast empire system 'consciously evolving' by philosophy & tradition & Craft: the club most of us aren't part
of now .....or in which many cronies are just deceiving & being deceived lower level dupes lied to, &/or sacriLced, as judged
'necessary' by the powers highest up & deepest in, backed by spiritual powers not of kesh&blood, but the principalities, powers,
rulers of the darkness of this world,& spiritual wickedness in high places which we truly war against....or join in deluded deception to
mutual destruction. Better a chastised son of God than to be found a spiritual *** living his best life now in the blink, eternity sold out
for the 'privilege'. Bad choice. Bad 'deal'.
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jwyoungjerry
Joined On 11/13/2020 3:22:37 AM
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Globalism is control of mankind no matter if it's called Agenda 21 or any other name. We the people do not want it because we are God's
creation and it is inbred in us to be free. I prefer God to be in charge of humanity not man. Only evil people want globalism.
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jen3070
Joined On 4/11/2017 12:46:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Darned right!! They believe the lie that they can be gods, but in the end they will NOT own the earth or anything in it. They will be the
ones who own nothing, and they will not be happy about it, but they are the ones who sold their souls.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM
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As individual humans, we live in many communities, from our families and our extended families, to our cultural families, our civic
communities, our business communities, our religious communities, our sports communities - and many more. To place on "global
community" above all of the others is to misunderstand the healthy nature of different communities and the healthy conkicts between
them. This is not about "community vs the individual" it is about one community vs all of the other communities. That's business I guess, in
the age of organizations like the World Health Organization. to your health, tracy
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LucyGuer
Joined On 10/27/2022 9:37:51 PM
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You have got to be kidding me. Making excuses for Trump??? He is part of the plan. Always was. 33rd degree Scottish Freemason. Has
every attribute of the Antichrist. Has all the fake Christians fooled. Wow.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Yes, lucyGuer. People must realize that NOBODY is ever PERMITTED to rise to ANY level of power without being bought and sold
many times over. They MUST give their complete allegiance to the Corporation. That includes, DeSantis, Paul and Johnson. Sure
makes for good theatre and a great distraction. People even believe there are 2 opposing parties and will devote all their time,
energy and effort to support and defend one or the other. Divide and conquer in endless ways.
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Joined On 7/10/2021 1:44:21 AM
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And here in New Zealand a 4 month old child will probably be removed from parents as they Lght for unjabbed blood for an open heart op to
save its life. They have 20 donors lined up but aren’t allowed to ask for unjabbed blood. This is in the Auckland high court at 9am. Tragic.
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ayn8188
Joined On 4/1/2014 2:07:14 PM
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All you need to do to see how this is going to end is read Revelation.
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM
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You got that right!
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cdbevis1
Joined On 7/10/2010 9:47:44 AM
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I kew recently on United and was required to let a camera take a picture of my face while holding my open passport next to my face
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM
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Whenever I venture into a hospital, they take a pic and want my ID swiped into the system, hence, this is where the trillions of dollars
from the Cares, Hero and Inkation Reduction Acts money went and continues to gotoward technocracy and enslavement!
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Hippocrates460
Joined On 2/21/2012 10:12:18 PM
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moony77, whenever I'm asked to have my pic taken in a medical setting I decline. I appear to be the only one as I sit waiting to be
called in noting others asked the same don't hesitate. First time I declined was 10 years ago at a podiatrist's o]ce. The receptionist
seemed stunned that I politely said "No thank you." Some o]ces simply scan a driver's license and use that on the electronic proLle.
Orwellian creep. Best to just say no when possible.
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ten254
Joined On 1/3/2021 6:37:14 AM
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Can several thousands psychopathic idiots take over 8 billion people? If we allow them to fulLl their anti-human plans, then yes, they might
prevail, however, I am sure that they will not succeed. Although they have money and political power, they are not immortal and most
importantly, their plans are not in accordance with Gods plans and they cannot (nobody can) defeat God. Lets just stay with God Almighty
and we cannot lose.
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TheBearRuns
Joined On 9/7/2021 7:50:11 AM
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Agreed. We must never forget the almighty sovereign God is in control. He knows how this will all be put to an end and has given the
prophetic warning of “Woe to those who call evil good and good evil, who put darkness for light and light for darkness, who put bitter
for sweet and sweet for bitter!" I look forward to His coming Kingdom!
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joeanddonna
Joined On 9/7/2011 9:14:26 PM
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I would like to speak to this issue today in the very simplest of terms if people don't mind, relative to my community successes in small
ways in my push back against The Great Reset. I am a kind of Will Harris of White Oak Pastures individual. No TV or Fox News and very
little Netkix. I am a dinosaur when it comes to techy devises and know how. I don't Instagram or Twitter, etc. I believe these facts in lifestyle
are partly why I have been able to shift my focus and energies to local of late. Granted, given I don't have the "know how" I often am not able
to pass info on via the internet as diligently as you folks are.

This is frustrating to me. However, each "failure" to help forces me back to staying focused on what is going on around me in my small town
and in my rural community. Just for backstory purposes: I am on 7 acres, organic, and solar powdered. For reasons I don't wish to share, I
was going to sell my place in the spring of 2020. Then covid hit and somehow I knew it was necessary to stay put. With Dr. M's guidance I
know now that I am exactly where I am supposed to be. Successes: I am teaching those around me who have moved out this past
year..permaculture basics primarily but now going to regenerative. Some of us are bartering and trading skills.

I shop my local Ace hardware not Home Depot. I have inkuenced regarding the jabs and boosters. Via a neighborhood app I spoke to Vax
damage. My comment was deleted but then a second administrator backed me up.."It's true". That was a HUGE win to me even though I
only reached 10 pple. I know now not to make comments on MSN sites as my words will be used against me..nice to know. And last but not
least: I donated to NVIC and I send died suddenly news onto my state o]cials. Knowledge really is power. So is knowing that every effort,
no matter how small will make a difference. Thanks to all here who educate. It gives me strength.
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I'd keep my attention focused on China with their current civil unrest over Covid that is challenging the authority of their government. Best
case scenario is that this is 1989 all over again with the fall of the Berlin Wall, Central Asia unrest and fall of USSR. Maybe history will
repeat as global tension is building!
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM
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Don't say you didn't see this coming....Were you lost in a word salad of meaningless terms?  
caitlinjohnstone.substack.com/p/china-keeps-aggressively-surrounding
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May not be relevant in the coming years, as the Chinese are having economic di]culties as is the rest of developed world. You may
want to follow and listen closely to Ed Dowd who is following the current status of world economies, with a group of statisticians and
others who piled on to back Ed's efforts. Doubt the antiquated Agenda plans will go down as outlined in when, 1992?? Was a
completely different decade, heady with silly investing taking place, leading to the dot.com bubble and subsequent bust. A major
issue we have these days is politicians who lack any good basis of economics, for their own countries or on a larger scale.
Keynesian theories no longer work and replacements are not yet solidiLed. So all govts appear adrift in uncharted waters. Will look
for a good recent link to any Ed Dowd interviews. Appears current Chinese cities may be locked down to cover over either potential
bank runs or to reduce Lnancial stresses on banks. Chinese real estate is also a mess.
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Rrealrose you hit the nail on the head! The original directional document is antiquated whereby they’ve no proper rudder to steer the
ship yet they press on into the abyss lust driven for power and greed. Unfortunately to many wringing their hands in hope they come
up with a plan to save us - lmao - pied piper and three blind mice comes to mind. It’s certainly true our emperor has no
clothes/cognitive skills - ha!
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Rrrreal/Kat....Don't think CIA/deep state have come off their agenda...They are caulking all the cracks!
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Yes? I agree the cia is still in action and most likely behind FTX money laundering, however what can they do if world economies
start failing? Here's NOT the one I watched over the weekend covering wider topics (as World Trade Center level deaths are occurring
each day), Steve Bannon's recent Ed Dowd interview is much shorter, to the point: ED DOWD: CCP’S INTERNAL IMPLOSION OF
MALINVESTMENTS IS POSED TO DRAG THE ENTIRE WORLD’S ECONOMY DOWN - www.bitchute.com/.../wdEuto3U23jt  - less than
10 minutes. You will get the latest dire? chaotic? picture for 2023.
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Of course the CIA is part of the deep state. Attkisson's latest book "Slanted: How the News Media Taught Us to Love Censorship and
Hate Journalism" has become a critical reference on the ways in which the end of the journalistic profession in the mainstream
media is occurring before our eyes. In her book, the author confronts media misinformation about Black Lives Matter, the
coronavirus, Joe Biden, Silicon Valley censorship, and much more. A report by investigative journalist Sharyl Attkisson found that the
so-called "fact check" is nothing more than a CIA-created government propaganda campaign. In collusion with Big Tech, the CIA
strictly regulates the kow of information online to ensure that as little truth as possible gets through the censors. Some of it is still
leaked, but most of it is eventually labeled "misinformation."

Virtually everything you see online, Attkisson argues, is either completely false or laced with just enough fun to keep people off the
trail. Completely true narratives are rarely present online. The media themselves have also been co-opted. Almost all of the real
journalists and reporters are long gone, only to be replaced by paid propagandists who decide what is "real" and what is "fake."
“Those who rely solely on the Internet for their information are at serious risk of being controlled,” warns Sean-Adl-Tabatabai, writing
for Newspunch.  “you can defend yourself by doing your own research, trusting your cognitive dissonance, and using your common
sense.” extramurosrevista.com/entrevista-a-sharyl-attkisson-como-los-propagand..  .- -------
yournews.com/2022/02/11/2298119/fact-checking-is-really-just-secret-ci..
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Hi Gui, its more serious than that! President Biden just announced his priorities right now are 1) Ukraine and 2) Covid. (why?) The
Federal Reserve is planning to pivot and lower interest rates. Really?!?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/29/2022 1:38:42 PM
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ROSE, and on that Ukraine front we have the corporate arms where the United States is the world's "leading arms manufacturer."
What explains Joe Biden's transformation from a president intent on controlling gun sales to a global promoter of such weapons?
The root cause may be found in his administration's adherence to a series of mistaken notions about the value of arms sales. It is
widely believed in Washington that giving away or selling weapons of all kinds to foreign customers is a risk-free way to gain even
more global economic, political, and strategic inkuence. The positive spin that arms trade advocates put on government's role as the
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more global economic, political, and strategic inkuence. The positive spin that arms trade advocates put on government's role as the
world's biggest arms broker ignores the fact that, in too many cases, the risks—from fueling conkict and increasing internal
repression elsewhere to leading to United States to unnecessary wars—outweigh any possible beneLt.
www.globalresearch.ca/corporate-weapons-heaven-hell-earth/5800627  (11/29/2022)
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In addition to using cash, growing food, supporting local farmers & businesses, not buying from Amazon, and learning more self su]cient
skills etc ; I would also add we need clean water & air. This has become nearly impossible with the intensiLed chemtrail spraying that has
detected metals & biologicals in our water, air & soil. Exposing & stopping the USAF & globalists from doing this is going to be tough since
most folks still don't believe it is real. If you are forced to drink city water get a RO system as it is the only one that removes kuorine &
chloramines. Test your own well regularly and run air Lltration in the home. Never take another shot/vaccine. Live as far away from cell
towers, high tension lines & industrial farms, nuclear plants & factories as you can. Turn off routers, wiL and all electronics after dark. Start
attending town meetings, state caucuses ; try to educate our leaders for what it is worth.
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Sometimes they start with local county gov't by zoning regulations and then form a regional expansion.
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Cap8161, Thank-you for this important information. I have well water, and was told by the water company that it would cost two
thousand dollars to test for a chemical that can't be detected by a standard water test. Some people in the neighborhood want city
water now, but I am very worried, about that. I prefer the aquifer water, even though I have a counter top water Llter on that. I have
known for some time that I couldn't drink the water, just by how I felt. It's very hard water, and I can't drink much spring water due to
the mineral content, either.
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AncientHippy
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"Man proposes, G*D disposes."
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BrianDossDMD
Joined On 4/18/2022 7:24:22 AM
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. It’s consistent we’ve convinced our nation to kill her own children to the tune of 60 million over the last 50 years under the disguise of
freedom, which leaves more resources for the people in control and this does the same thing, less competition for them means more
control and resources and a nation can’t rise up if it doesn’t exist
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I am 55 years old. I have always felt since being a very young person that the dynamic you speak of in this article has always been in place
to a certain degree. This is why it doesn't bother me all that much. We have always had to Lght hard to be free within ourselves and to
create the proper external environment that we want to live in. Right now and for the past 10 years at least there seems to be a ratcheting
up of the dynamic of authoritarian control, but because they have come at things so hot and heavy since covid started I feel that they have
overplayed their hand and and more people than ever are seeing through their destructive, and ultimately completely puerile and infantile
plans for controlling humanity.
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Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Well said! Thank you!
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Lou321
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Write a blog...make a video...start a webpage...talk to friends and family....tell them : every time you pay with your computer or cell phone
you loose your privacy.... The chinese way is the road that Gates want us to take.
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What I don't get is how 179 countries were convinced that Agenda 21 is a good idea. And if this agenda moves forward, what happens to
the rest of the world that doesn't get aboard with this great reset? Will they be forced into compliance by the 179 countries, or will they
become havens of freedom?
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Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM
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This is what is most important, that we not realize this self fulLlling prophecy of the Great Reset! Humanity must harness the vision
of the world we demand, which is freedom!  The Natural Law and Order of our lives supports where we place our vision and energy.
All we need to do, is KNOW this
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The people in 179 countries do NOT think this is a good thing. The people having POWER over those people do.
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET
Joined On 9/3/2021 4:31:02 PM
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"Reductionism" was founded/started in PARAGUAY in the 1600's by the Jesuits ....the Lrst form of "communism" .....to enslave the people
there and conLscate their wealth. Then they used their experience in the rest of the world to do the same things with added tactics to put
fear in those being overtaken.
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cdbevis1
Joined On 7/10/2010 9:47:44 AM
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The term is colonialism not communism. Capitalism has been around for thousands of years and never works for the masses of
people. Marx deLned communism in the 19th century to shift power from the rich elites to the workers. No wonder the oligarchy
considers communism the enemy. The real left has always been surveilled and marginalized in the US. Why do you think the US has
been installing RIGHT-WING dictatorships around the world? The real left is almost non-existent in the US.
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Communism is just crony corporatism left attached to the same beast. Fascinatingly, the Jesuits backed the Mormons to carry
forward the Les Perfectibles Craft after founder Joseph Smith &his brother were found guilty by the Brotherhood & judged. It was not
only a perfect cover& vessel to carry forward the craft after the anti-masonic movement following Captain Morgan's murder was so
successful at exposing them; but w/ Smith out of the way& by greasing the $kidS a bit w/ Brigham Young& certain amenable
superstitious& crony native leaders: it was potentially useful to the undermining, destabilizing & retaking of America back under the
European Romish Babylonian head.

They met at Independence, MO& helped Young & his 'elders' to establish a second reduccione type tyrannical system in Utah & Salt
Lake City, while many an innocent pioneer, Christian family or missionary was robbed or martyred by that apparatus. The
manipulated war which was irrational given the peaceful emancipation that Wilberforce& the Evangelicals had already achieved, an
end that was surely coming to America as well w/o some 'proper handling' to manage the outcomes: Roman manipulations w/ crony
corporatists in the north, slave-holding cronies of large managed plantations in the South; fomenting riots& stirring up radicals in
MO&KS, John Brown, funding Jeff Davis' Confederacy.

The covert inner core structure of Temple Mormonism is classical Craft,& Llthy as Rome, w/ all the symbology built into the Temple
as in DC, Rome etc, showing the hidden hand to those initiated. There are huge crony temples of all the idolatrous humanist,
becoming gods& dying god system antichrist extra-biblical& unbiblical cults in Vatican City. Of Mormonism, JW's, 7th Day
Adventists..& others, concordat w/ Craft Jewry, too, & all the pagans. Every group save one biblically deLned is suffered of Rome &
the unbelieving world uniting to her, to MYSTERY, the strange woman whose ways are moveable that they cannot be known.
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In 1996 the National Center on Education and the Economy (NCEE) sponsored the First Annual Standards Based Reform Conference that
was slated to advance these Agenda 21 goals. The NCEE list reads as a Who's Who from prominent "foundations" as well as characters
involved in the president's "healthcare plan." ie. the global elite. Diana Fessler was sent by the Ohio State Board of Education to the
conference. Her sixty-page report, "A Report on the Work Toward National Standards, Assessments, and CertiLcates," read at Lrst like an
Alistair MacLean novel, but the chilling reality soon set in that this thriller was in no way Lctional but rather a tangible outline to evolve the
mindset of an entire generation into compliant and productive peons to this NWO.

Just the name of McGraw Hill's standardized assessment test, "Terra Nova (new earth), The Only One," says it all. Rather than testing
academics, it "assesses" ...reckons the value of... human beings for the beneLt of this new society and delves into the affective domain of
attitudes, values and beliefs with scores easily transferred to a data base. Those trying to sound an alarm were brushed off. The
Pennsylvania Parents' Commission took one of the standardized test questions all the way to the Supreme Court and won, but it was said
that the same question emerged later in slightly different form.

When the state of Oregon held hearings on the curriculum, educators, administrators and parents came out of the woodwork to lambast it,
but those in charge merely ranted against being subjeced to a week of angry and screaming opposition... doing nothing to change course.
The so-called hearings were for show only, but the verdict to prep our children for Agenda 21 was already incontrovertibly in place. Sounds
all too familiar. I'm trying to take heart that people are Lnally waking up, but the duration of this struggle has already been wearying. God
forgive us for complacency.
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And this quote emerged way back in 1973 at the Childhood International Education Seminar in Colorado: "Every child in America
entering school at the age of Lve is insane because he comes to school with certain allegiances toward our founding fathers, toward
his parents, toward our elected o]cials, toward a belief in a supernatural being, and toward the sovereignty of this nation as a
separate entity. It's up to you, teachers, to make all of these sick children well by creating the international child of the future.

These are the unelected administrators needing cleanout. This is the rigged system. It's not all a matter of who gets Lnancial
support, although that is a huge factor, but there needs to be a deep, inner change within individuals. Romans 12:1-2 takes on a life
of its own in this light: 'Be not conformed to this world, this age, fashioned after its external superLcial ideals and customs, but be
transformed by the complete renewing of your mind, by its new ideals and attitudes...'
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Tenderbud "God forgive us for complacency." - agree.......I've posted the following on a couple of sites and received a fair number of
"likes." "The plain fact is that education is itself a form of propaganda - a deliberate scheme to outLt the pupil, not with the capacity
to weigh ideas, but with a simple appetite for gulping ideas ready-made. The aim is to make 'good' citizens, which is to say, docile
and uninquisitive citizens." ~H. L. Mencken
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Classical scholasticism.
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Rev 11:18 And the nations were angry, and thy wrath is come, and the time of the dead, that they should be judged, and that thou shouldest
give reward unto thy servants the prophets, and to the saints, and them that fear thy name, small and great; and shouldest destroy them
which destroy the earth.
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Isa 5:8 Woe unto them that join house to house, that lay Leld to Leld, till there be no place, that they may be placed alone in the midst of the
earth!
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...Rev 18:7 How much she hath gloriLed herself, and lived deliciously, so much torment and sorrow give her: for she saith in her heart, I sit a
queen, and am no widow, and shall see no sorrow. Rev 18:8 Therefore shall her plagues come in one day, death, and mourning, and famine;
and she shall be utterly burned with Lre: for strong is the Lord God who judgeth her. Rev 18:9 And the kings of the earth, who have
committed fornication and lived deliciously with her, shall bewail her, and lament for her, when they shall see the smoke of her burning, Rev
18:10 Standing afar off for the fear of her torment, saying, Alas, alas, that great city Babylon, that mighty city!

for in one hour is thy judgment come. Rev 18:11 And the merchants of the earth shall weep and mourn over her; for no man buyeth their
merchandise any more: Rev 18:12 The merchandise of gold, and silver, and precious stones, and of pearls, and Lne linen, and purple, and
silk, and scarlet, and all thyine wood, and all manner vessels of ivory, and all manner vessels of most precious wood, and of brass, and iron,
and marble, Rev 18:13 And cinnamon, and odours, and ointments, and frankincense, and wine, and oil, and Lne kour, and wheat, and beasts,
and sheep, and horses, and chariots, and slaves, and souls of men. Rev 18:14 And the fruits that thy soul lusted after are departed from
thee, and all things which were dainty and goodly are departed from thee, and thou shalt Lnd them no more at all.

Rev 18:15 The merchants of these things, which were made rich by her, shall stand afar off for the fear of her torment, weeping and wailing,
Rev 18:16 And saying, Alas, alas, that great city, that was clothed in Lne linen, and purple, and scarlet, and decked with gold, and precious
stones, and pearls! Rev 18:17 For in one hour so great riches is come to nought. And every shipmaster, and all the company in ships, and
sailors, and as many as trade by sea, stood afar off...
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM
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Has anyone noticed that case studies have disappeared from medical journals? Case studies are about individual patients and individual
documents. As a result, they are all "anecdotal evidence" and must be ignored by the system, which only accepts data from bureaucratically
pre-approved "scientiLc" studies.
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Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM
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Have a look, covid have almost disappeared in Africa!!! What is going on?? www.bitchute.com/.../V2m7V3AFssEh
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Oh Of course pack billions into a small area and then its only a few major spots the NWO need to cook the masses at......or bomb or spray
with killing agents like all Natural 'Ricin' the effects are NASTY..  >> emergency.cdc.gov/.../facts.asp  < and guess who needs to collects the
mash after the caster beans are squished to extract caster oil? .....how about DARPA and the US Military....hummmmmmmm......
 yeah..chemical trails in da sky?  ....soon maybe over larger cities....seems the effects are same as covid19 and even the covid
jabs....hummmmm Oh Well......like they say.."Sh-it happens " seams Forest Gump said that eh?
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mrrobb, I like your position.  #articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2022/11/29/global-standard..  .
articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2022/11/29/global-standard..   https://knowledgeofhealth.com/
 rumble.com/vk2bya-exclusive-dr.-david-martin-just-ended-covid-fauci-do..
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michael2020
Joined On 10/15/2016 10:23:43 AM
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WILL THE POST SUSTAINABILITY INSTITUTE WEBSITE BE MAINTAINED? IT IS OFFLINE NOW. WILL THAT WORK BE CONTINUED?
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goo6050
Joined On 2/1/2021 3:07:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My plan is the be Lrst in line while the guillotine is still sharp.
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@Dr. M. "The reason they won't admit that anything that happened during the pandemic was a mistake is because they knew it was all a lie
from the start." I doubt that is true. That's not how the bad guys operate, have been operating for the last centuries. They create a fake
reality that is known only to their inner core. Look at the foundation of the Illuminati in 1776. The Rothschild founder chose Weishaupt's
ideology because it suited his purpose, but he didn't disclose his real purpose to outsiders... which was to dispose the kings and *take over*
from them through "democracy"...

knowing fully well that without kings, and with their fake money printing power, they would inevitably rise to the top. And they did. Their
communist "ideology", articulated through Marx, a cousin of the Rothschilds, was a fake facade from the getgo. They sucked in lots of
communist followers, true believers and useful idiots, but the real purpose was to get the kings out... that had always been the only ones
that had controlled them. But nobody knew the real purpose. Enough boobs swallowed to communist Kool-Aid to become a political force,
until today. Would they ever admit that, or that their money is fake, or that they wanted and caused both world wars, or that they
assassinated JFK, or that they did 9-11, or that Covid was fake from the beginning, or that the moon landing was fake, or any number of
other horror things they did?

Hell will freeze over before they admit anything. Their young leader useful idiots are just true believers that mutually reinforce each other in
hanging on to something that is not true. With a few exceptions. Blair being one of them. I suspect that guy knows everything. So there is
hope, that with enough truth coming out, the eyes of one or the other boob will be opened.
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YES..... Arnopi1......it was just another BigLie......and the bigger the lie..........the better.....governments all over Earth has used the
BigLie for thousands of years.....religions used to proLt....yo the Catholic Church is the second largest property and money holder on
earth......second to the Royal Families worldwide....
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I just don't understand what these leaders and heads of state think they will get out of it as they are living with masks and certain
restrictions too.And how can some in govt know what is happening but others genuinely don't????
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But 'equity' craft sodomite style & hardly upfront or full story truth & choice is part of the gay agenda, & is deLnitely part of the three-legged
stool endgame plan of the communitarianism this bogus fascist right/communist left marching story (with both legs joined to the same
antichrist body & system) that the world is being steered & herded into. Truly unsustainable without other peoples' property, lives & children
usurped......or some unnatural & crafted, engineered, transhumanist 'solution', like the Babylonish/kabalist original merger thing in
Romanism. You can't Lght what you're part of, or allied to, gagged & hobbled by, leavened with.

Talk about controlled opposition. Also, this one-eyed seeing, one eye winking deceived woman (?), also very likely made herself
dispensable & fodder for sacriLce as needed for cover & the abject, corpse-like obedience required of that non-transcendent & karmic, hard
impersonal master & god of forces, for inclusion in the web of power & crony connection. May 31, you say? Wow. Tragic, & ironic both. The
very warning that could have saved being 'disappeared, & selectively, purposely, censored by recrafted privacy & 'rights' legislation, by craft
of those needing to hear it most.

We're talking here of the way that seemeth right to a man that ends in destruction. And, literally falling into the pit dug for others! That's the
hardball world of the unfaithful & untrue spirit, the father of lies, that old seducer & accuser of the brethren, the father of confusion, & his
craft with its survival of the Lttest & embracing the darkness for you. Dying perplexed, like Crowley. Whoa. Esther 3:15, Isaiah 22:5; Joel
1:18; Micah 7:4; Luke 9:7; Luke 21:25; Luke 24:4; 2 Cor 4: 8 KJB. Of Jews & Gentiles, the nations, & craft: all foretold & forewarned: but who
will hear or see? The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom, & to depart from evil is understanding.
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have already prepared by purchasing organic food stuff and putting them away in mylar and foodsaver processes. I buy honey, oats,
bazmati rice, and canned meats. My freezer is stocked full as well. I also have invested in about 6 months to a year of already prepper
foods with the long shelf life. I have stocked up on soaps, medicines and purchased herbal seeds and vegetable seeds. I'm not a farmer and
tried my had in a small growing box to grow squash, it did great until a storm cropped up and destroyed it. Ugh.
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arnopi1
Joined On 6/3/2021 8:29:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You're doing better than many. You already know how it works. The storm was just bad luck. Try again.
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ros65543
Joined On 8/10/2020 10:04:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very interesting!!!  Thank you, Dr. Mercola, for sharing this info!!!
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RedRavenSounds
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They can take Satan and go back to hell and p*ss off! This beautiful blue spherical spaceship hurtling through Gods heavens does NOT
belong to them. Get behind me Satan! WE ride with JC and you can eat our road gravel!
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ThePazyryk
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Gee, it seems that despite all the propaganda they've been fed, the Chinese and Iranians are in the current state of affairs more
democratically conscious than Americans. I suppose that USers have become too complacent, and take things for granted and don't
appreciate what they've got --- or had.
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It's all in the bible. Read Revelation! Once we have a one world government we will have the antichrist.
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Now I understand why all the Democrats were Lrst in line to get the Covid shots.... because they think the government is working for them,
they believe the government loves them.  They know they stole elections across the country.  They think Republicans and Independents will
all die for not getting the jab. I hope they soon see that we the people are all in the same boat. I've always wondered why the big
corporations are going along with the woke agenda especially when the people object. They have decided we are too weak to resist. They
are protecting themselves.
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The left is very good at managing the language. Sustainable development, on the surface, sounds like a good thing, all warm and fuzzy.
They're doing it with "gender-a]rming care" to justify medical experimentation on children; they've done it by going from global warming to
climate change to climate crisis to justify increasing intrusion into people's lives; and the same people that once demanded that you "bake
the cake" suddenly found religion in private business when those private businesses were used to censor inconvenient people.  I believe
Kissinger also said "control the money and you control the world" and right on cue comes word of a digital currency being beta tested in the
US. On the one hand, people want to shake their Lsts and criticize the Chinese over human rights and draconian zero-Covid rules. On the
other hand, those same people are quite eager to emulate the Chinese when it suits their interests.
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A simple analogy of the dire situation we are in is the grasshopper and the ant parable. The ants outnumber the grasshoppers a million to
one. The grasshoppers don't do any physical work and depend on the ants who are constantly working and providing the food and labor
necessary to support their communities. The grasshoppers spend their time thinking of ways to keep the ants in check. They are bigger in
size but are really much less intelligent than the ants and overly conLdent about their own superiority. The ants major fault is that they are
naive, politically divided and believe what the grasshoppers tell them. This has been going on for many generations. Ants like to work and
don't realize they are being deceived.

The grasshoppers take advantage of the ants naivete and fool them into servitude. Although the grasshopper is less intelligent, they are
very good liars and rule the ants with falsehoods. The grasshoppers take the largest share of the wealth that is produced by the ant and live
a life of leisure and luxury. And that's how the grasshoppers, who are greatly outnumbered by the ants, maintain control. The ants need to
unite and become aware the grasshoppers are playing them. It is beginning to happen, but at the same time, the grasshoppers know this.
We live in interesting times. https://www.shipoffools.org
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Keep up the Lght Dr. Mercola. “Gaslighting” — behavior that's mind manipulating, grossly misleading, downright deceitful — is
Merriam-Webster's word of the year for 2022. Read more at: www.kansascity.com/entertainment/article269296362.html#storylink=cpy
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You know all those movies you used to watch about sci L or dysopian worlds well guess what thats been the agenda since Metropolis back
in 1927. wake up world its here, but at least now there are people like you and me here who are aware and the more people that become
aware the further their dysopian world goes untill one day in the not too distant future it goes 'poof' and dissapears yay long live freedom.
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